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This article presents a molecular orbital model for ion polar molecule capture collisions which was developed
by building on classical theoretical treatments. We replace the polarization potential with a perturbation
molecular orbital potential, and assume that the molecular dipole does not change as a result of electron
exchange at distances greater than or equal to the critical radius in the collision complex. Overlap integrals
are introduced in this treatment of ion-molecule collision rates. For calculation of the perturbation molecular
orbital potential, the overlap integral is approximated by use of Gaussian wave functions with scaled Slater
atomic radii. The molecular dipole is assumed to be “locked” by the ion at the critical radius. The rotational
mode of the molecular dipole along the locked axis is excited by coupling with the ion-molecule motion.
The gain in rotational energy by the molecular dipole under the torque of the ion is approximated by a
first-order Stark effect. Use of a Stark effect model results in the conservation of both energy and angular
momentum. The net contribution of the ion-dipole interaction potential to ion-molecule capture collisions
is to remove the rotational energy of the ion and dipole. The decrease in the ion polar molecule interaction
potential caused by Stark effect excitation of dipole rotation accounts for the fact that the locked dipole
approximation without Stark effect coupling significantly overestimates the rates of ion polar molecule
collisions. Ab initio molecular orbital calculations on model systems were conducted to convert Slater atomic
orbital radii into approximate molecular orbital radii by evaluating a scaling parameter,f. Experimental hydride
transfer rates reflect the convolution of collision rates and subsequent hydride transfer rates. The reaction
efficiency for hydride transfer is the ratio of the experimental reaction rate divided by the collision rate.
Reaction efficiencies obtained using the collision model developed here are in qualitative agreement with
Golden Rule reaction rate models. This result is in contrast with reaction efficiencies calculated by classical
potentials that show a monotonic increase in reaction efficiency with increasing reaction free energy.

Introduction

Early in this century Langevin introduced a model for ion-
molecule collisions based on a point charge and a point-
polarizable molecule.1 This theory was subsequently elaborated
and reformulated by several authors.2,3 The presence of a
permanent dipole moment introduces strongly anisotropic ion-
dipole interactions and significantly complicates the calculation
of an attraction potential. A variety of theoretical treatments
have been introduced to address ion-dipole interactions.
Averaged dipole orientation (ADO) theory4 may be the best
known and most widely used of these theories. Advances on
this theory have included many new models. The names of these
models are descriptive of their focus: angular momentum
corrected ADO theory,5 spherically averaged energy model,6

free energy treatment model,7 trajectory calculation model,8

adiabatic invariance method,9 semiclassical perturbed rotational
state model,10 and statistical adiabatic channel model.11 All these
models predict collision rates using a polarization potential
modified by a cosθ dependence for the ion-dipole interaction
term. In the spherically averaged energy model,12 Baker and
Ridge introduced the Langevin function in the treatment of the
ion-dipole interaction term.

The Stark effect is the splitting of the lines in the microwave
spectrum when gaseous polar molecules are examined in an

electric field.13 The effect is due to the interaction of the dipole
moment of a gas molecule and an electric field. Following the
formalism developed by Baker and Ridge,6 we will begin with
the Stark effect in our examination of ion and dipole interactions.

We first develop the treatment of the interaction potential
between an ion and a nonpolar molecule, which is a part of all
ion molecule capture collisions. The ion nonpolar molecule
potential is assumed to be independent of the ion-dipole
interaction terms both in classical treatments and in the treatment
presented here.

Molecular Orbital Model for Ion Nonpolar Molecule
Capture Collisions

When the attraction potential between an ion and molecule
is sufficient to cause ion-molecule capture and subsequent
reaction, the attraction potential is a first-order molecular orbital
effect.14 The attraction potential,∆EDA, between the ion and
the molecule is given by eq 1.13

whereno is the number of electrons in the highest occupied
orbital of the ion-molecule complex,doD andaoA are the frontier
orbital coefficients at the reaction site for the donor and acceptor,
andâDA is the resonance integral for bond formation between
the donor and acceptor. In a cation-molecule complex the bond-
forming interaction is between the vacant orbital of the cation
and the highest occupied orbital of the neutral. In an anion-
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molecule complex the bond-forming interaction is between the
lowest vacant orbital of the molecule and the highest occupied
orbital of the anion.

The Mulliken approximation for the resonance integral uses
the average of the orbital energies for the frontier orbitals of
the reactive species (eq 2).15

Herec is a constant (set to 1.0) andSDA is the overlap integral
for the donor and acceptor frontier orbitals. For an anion-
molecule complex the appropriate orbitals are the highest
occupied orbital of the anion and the lowest vacant orbital of
the neutral. The energies of these orbitals can be approximated
by the negative of the electron affinity corresponding to
production of the anion and the negative of the electron affinity
of the neutral. For cation-molecule complexes the appropriate
orbitals are the highest occupied orbital of the neutral and the
lowest vacant orbital of the cation. These orbital energies can
be approximated by the negative of the ionization potential of
the neutral member of the complex and the negative of the
ionization energy of the neutral corresponding to the cation.

Replacing the classical polarization potential with the per-
turbation molecule orbital (PMO) ion molecule potential for ion
nonpolar molecule collisions,∆EDA, the central effective
potential becomes:

Once the appropriate orbital energies have been determined,
it is only necessary to obtain the overlap integrals to evaluate
the effective potential,Veff. Gaussian spherical orbitals have the
form:

Here Ni is the normalization constant,r is the electron
coordinate relative to the atomic center at the origin, andai is
the orbital radius. We use spherical orbitals to represent both
the ion and the molecule. This was done primarily for simplicity
in calculation. For small molecules this approximation is not
extreme. For larger molecules with complex shapes or for
complex polyatomic ions, it will be necessary to use a different
approximation. Using the Gaussian wave functions, eq 4, we
obtain the overlap integral (eq 5).

Orbital energies are correlated with orbital radii for spherical
orbitals. Slater-type atomic orbital radii are directly related to
orbital energy (eq 6).16

aMO is the molecular orbital radius;f is a molecular orbital
scaling parameter, obtained here by ab initio calculations;ao is
the Bohr radius;EH is the energy of a hydrogen 1s atomic
orbital; E is the energy of the frontier orbital associated with
the ion or molecule;N is the principal quantum number for the
“spherical” molecular orbital. The molecular orbital scaling
parameter,f, is needed to adjust the scaling in this approximate

molecular orbital model. We obtain the value of this parameter
by use of ab initio calculations of the ion molecule potential.
The value off is then adjusted to bring the PMO calculation
into agreement with the ab initio calculation. The value off for
data in this manuscript has been set to 1.6 using comparisons
of PMO and ab initio collision rates.

Using eq 6 for the molecular orbital radius, the ion-molecule
overlap integral,SIM, and potential,VIM, become:

The approximate molecular orbital potential (eq 8) uses the
frontier orbital energies for the ion and molecule,EI andEM;
the principal quantum numbers,nI andnM, associated with the
orbitals on the ion and the molecule; the ion-molecule
separation,r; and the orbital radius scaling parameter,f. This
approximation to the ion-molecule Hamiltonian is an algebraic
function. Once the calculation has been set up in a spreadsheet,
or other calculating engine, the calculations are simple to
perform.

The ion-molecule attraction potential has the greatest
susceptibility to alteration caused by electron exchange. Dipole
moments are much less susceptible to perturbation by electron
exchange than polarizabilities. We have treated the ion-
molecule potential with an approximate quantum mechanical
function and all other potentials have been treated classically.
In this treatment the ion-molecule orbital, translational, and
rotational motions are treated classically.

We use Langevin capture criterion17 with eq 3 to obtain the
relative energy (eq 9),Erel, in terms of the critical radius,rc,
the impact parameter (eq 10),bc, and the collision rate constant
(eq 11),kcol.

B is the term defined in eq 8. The relative translational
velocity, u, is calculated from the reduced mass,µ, and the
relative energy. The relative energy,Erel, is assumed to be equal
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to kBT (u ) (2kBT/µ)1/2). We obtain the values of the critical
radius,rc, by a graphical method.

Negative and Positive Ions in the Model

Negative ion formation rates span a significantly larger range
than the rates of corresponding positive ion reactive formation
processes. It is possible to detect as few as 200 000 molecules
(100 ag) of octafluoronaphthalene18 in negative chemical
ionization mass spectrometry. In a similar experiment, benzene
is not detected when introduced at concentrations nearly a trillion
times higher. These two molecules have roughly comparable
sensitivities for reaction in positive chemical ionization ion
formation processes with protonated methane as the reactive
ion. The difference between the positive and negative ion-
molecule collision rates depend more on orbital energies than
on polarizabilities. If polarizability controlled the ion-molecule
collision rates, the rates for proton and hydride collisions, or
other isobaric pairs, with a given molecule would be the same.
This would imply that benzene should be as easily detected in
negative ion collisions as octaiodonaphthalene. In reality the
negative ion sensitivities for benzene and octaiodonaphthalene
differ by at least a factor of 1012. Instead of polarizability, the
frontier orbital energy controls the rates of ion-molecule
collisions. Benzene has a negative electron affinity, whereas
octaiodonaphthalene’s electron affinity is positive.

The frontier reactive orbital on the molecule, for positive ion
collisions, is the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO).
The corresponding frontier orbital for negative ion collisions is
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). In a simplistic
view, the switch of the collision-controlling orbital from the
HOMO to the LUMO accounts for the differences in sensitivity
of benzene and octafluoronaphthalene in positive and negative
ion-forming processes.

Ionization energies, the energies of the HOMOs, for closed
shell organic molecules generally range between 7 and 12 eV.19

This relatively small range for frontier orbital energies accounts
for the relatively small range in the rate of positive ion-
molecule collision processes. In contrast, the electron affinities
of closed shell organic molecules range from positive to negative
values.18 For molecules with negative electron affinities ion-
molecule interactions are repulsive and the corresponding
collision processes are slow and often difficult to observe.

The rates of negative ion-molecule reactions involving
molecules with positive electron affinities and thermal electrons
are increased substantially by the low mass of the electron as
compared with the positive ion counterpart. The de Broglie
wavelength of a thermal electron at 300 K is 7.63 nm. This is
10 times the radius of the LUMO of a small molecule ion. For
resonance electron capture, only the electron affinity of the
molecule and the overlap integral for the LUMO of the molecule
and the free-electron wave function are involved in the effective
ion molecule potential,Veff. This means that the overlap integral
contribution to the rate process will favor negative ion reactions
by a factor of roughly 1000 compared with a positive ion
counterpart. Negative ion processes are also favored because
the energy of the LUMO on the reactive molecule and the free
electron are generally much closer to each other than the
corresponding energies for positive ion collision processes. First-
order molecular orbital perturbations are maximized when the
interacting orbitals are degenerant.14

Molecular Orbital Model for Ion Polar Molecule
Collisions

In ion polar molecule collisions, one of the roles of the ion-
dipole interaction is to increase the local concentration of

reactants. Ion-dipole potentials, like the polarization potential,
extend to very long distances (>100 Å) and bring ions and
molecules together.

We used the following assumptions in developing the ion
polar molecule collision model: (1) a polar molecule is regarded
as a rigid dipole at ion-molecule distances greater than or equal
to the critical radius,rc; (2) the PMO potential between the ion
and molecule is the only quantum potential, all other interactions
(e.g., the ion-dipole potential) are treated classically; (3) at the
critical radius the dipole orientation is ‘locked’ by the ion-
dipole interaction; (4) for nonlinear molecules the dipole’s
rotation around the locked axis is excited by the ion-molecule
interaction; and (5) the change in rotational energy is ap-
proximated by a first-order Stark perturbation. The first as-
sumption is common to most other treatments of ion polar
molecule collisions. The usual assumption for the potential
(assumption 2) is that it is either a quantum potential or a
classical potential. The assumption that the ion-dipole potential
is classical does not differ from the assumption of a completely
quantum potential, except at distances that are generally shorter
than rc. The basis for the assumption that the ion locks the
orientation of the dipole (assumption 3) comes from ab initio
calculations of ion-molecule geometries as a function of
distance. All these calculations show that the locked geometry
is the lowest in energy, as one would expect. Addition of thermal
agitation will make this minimum fuzzy. It will not change its
location.

In the absence of a mechanism for dissipation of the change
in potential associated with the locked dipole (our assumption
5), the presence of a locked dipole would make the ion-
molecule collision cross-section unrealistically large. We assume
that the reduction of the impact of the dipole moment on the
cross-section is caused by the operation of the Stark effect
(assumption 5).

In the ADO treatment4b,5,8e the assumption that there is an
average dipole orientation different from the locked geometry
reduces the influence of the molecular dipole on the ion-
molecule collision cross-section. This assumption cannot be
correct. There is no mechanism for changing the orientation of
the molecular dipole toward a gas-phase ion from an average
angle of 0° (locked orientation) to a larger angle. On the other
hand, the Stark effect is known to operate for gas-phase
molecules.

We use the semiclassical Hamiltonian equation for ion-
molecule collisions and replace the polarization potential with
the molecular orbital potential (eq 12). In this case the
corresponding central effective potential,Veff, becomes (eq13):

Here Hr is the Hamiltonian for the radial motion,pr is the
radial momentum of the collision complex,µ is the reduced
mass,L is the orbital angular momentum of the collision
complex,J is the angular momentum of the dipolar rotor,I is
its moment of inertia,r is the distance between the collision
partners,µD is the molecular dipole moment, andq is the ion
charge. Equation 13 for the central effective potential,Veff,
contains all the terms that explicitly depend onr. ∆J2/2I
represents the increment in dipole rotational energy from infinite
separation tor.
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We use the first-order Stark effect to approximate the gain
in dipole rotational energy in ion polar molecule collisions. The
ensemble averaged energy,20 〈φ〉 is given by eq 14. In eq 14
L{x} is the well-known Langevin function. With linear polar
molecules the rotational energy levels of the dipolar rotor lack
the degeneracy necessary to produce a Stark effect.12 For these
molecules we assume that rotation of the dipole is not excited
by the ion’s electric field. The net contribution of the ion-
dipole interaction potential to ion-molecule capture collisions
is to remove the rotational energy gained

by the dipole rotor from the interaction potential energy of the
ion and dipole. The decrease in the ion polar molecule
interaction potential caused by the Stark effect excitation of
dipole rotation accounts for the fact that the locked dipole
approximation without Stark effect coupling significantly
overestimates the rates of ion polar molecule collisions.4,8 The
dipole orientation in an ion polar molecule collision complex
must be approximately locked at 0°, because the field strength
needed to rotate a dipole is smaller than the field strength needed
to cause an equivalent translation of the molecule. In ion polar
molecule collisions the field strength due to the ion is sufficient
to induce translation in molecules near the ion. The same field
will definitely cause rotation of the molecular dipole to
maximize the attraction potential between the ion and molecule.

The magnitude of the Stark effect perturbation on the ion-
dipole potential as a function of dipole moment and temperature
is illustrated in Figure 1a and 1b, respectively. The net ion-
dipole potential, Figure 1, is given by eq 15.

It would be possible to model these nonlinear functions with
nonlinear parametric equations, but that modeling might disguise
the basis for the conversion of orbital angular momentum to
angular momentum of the dipole in the ion polar molecule
complex.

A macroscopic mechanical analogue for the Stark effect
coupling of the approximately orthogonal rotational motions in
an ion-molecule collision complex is available in the form of
a truncated spherical top attributed to Niels Bohr. These tops
are available in several models from suppliers of scientific
demonstration equipment. When spun with the spherical surface
down the top will flip over and spin on its spindle. The flipping
motion is accomplished at the expense of the rotational and
precessional angular momentum of the top, both of which are
approximately orthogonal to the flip axis.

Using the Stark effect to model the change in dipole rotor
angular momentum, the net effective central potential is:

By applying the Langevin capture criteria to this equation
we can obtain the relative energy (eq 17), the impact parameter
(eq 18), and the collision rate constant (eq 19). The critical
radius,rc, can be obtained graphically using the net effective
central potential (eq 16) and the following expressions.

We graphically solve eq 16 for the impact parameter,bc, by

setting the maximum value for the net effective central potential,
Veff, equal tokBT. With the value of the impact parameter and
the critical radius, it is possible to obtain the collision rate
constant. The graphical solution of eq 16 forbc is illustrated in
Figure 2 for hydride transfer to ammonia. The electron affinity
of ammonia is negative, which leads to a repulsive surface for
the hydride ammonia encounter. For this graphic we have used
the “virtual electron affinity” of ammonia, the electron affinity
of NH2, 0.75 eV. Access to this virtual state of ammonia requires
electron tunneling. In solving eq 16 the orbital angular
momentum,L, of the complex is approximated byµub, where
µ is the reduced mass,u is the relative velocity, andb is the
impact parameter. The expression comes from the classical
Hamiltonian. With the assumption that the relative energy is

Figure 1. Net ion-dipole potential for (a) different dipole moments
and (b) different temperatures as a function of ion-molecule distance.
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equal tokBT, the relative velocity is given by (2kBT/µ)1/2. After
setting up eq 16 in a spreadsheet as a graphic, we varied the
value ofb until the curve generated just touchedkBT (Figure
2).

Application of PMO Collision Theory to Ion Polar
Molecule Collisions

A substantial body of data exists on hydride transfer reactions
in anion-molecule collisions at relatively high pressures.21

Reactions of anions are attractive for this initial work, because
the free energy of reaction is sufficiently small that electronically
excited states of product ions, or neutrals, are much less likely
than in reactions of He+ for example. The systems we have
examined are listed in Table 1.

For reactions with∆G° smaller than 1 eV in Tables 1 and 2,
the electron affinity of the molecule is negative, and the
molecule-hydride potential surface is uniformly repulsive.
Thermal ion-molecule collisions, and hydride transfer reactions,
in these cases, happen through tunneling to the reactive
(attractive) state. To apply the model above to ion polar molecule
capture collisions it is necessary to set the value of the orbital
radius scaling parameter,f, that is used to determine the overlap
integral. This parameter can be evaluated using ab initio
calculations. The ab initio potential,Vab initio (eq 20), includes
the ion-dipole contribution.

The ab initio potential was obtained using Gaussian 9422 with
an MP2/6-31+G(d) basis set. The potential was obtained by
subtracting the optimized energy at a give distance between the

mass centers of the collision pair from the energy at infinite
separation (300 nm). The nuclear coordinates from the optimi-
zation placed the molecular dipole on the axis connecting the
centers of mass (locked geometry). The geometry of the target
molecule began to change significantly at 0.6 nm for H-/H2O,
and at 0.9 nm for the other target molecules in Table 1. The
impact parameter and critical radius were obtained for the ab
initio values in Table 2 by adjusting the impact parameter so
that Veff (eq 20) was equivalent tokBT. The results of these
calculations are given in Table 2. The reaction efficiency,kexp/
kcol, is the gas-phase equivalent of the reaction rate in solution.
This is because the collision rate in solution is independent of
structure, and in the gas-phase collision rates strongly depend
on structure. Modern theories of chemical reaction rates23 give
the log of the solution reaction rate as an approximate quadratic
function of the reaction free energy. For the data and molecular
orbital collision rate calculations in Table 2 this function is
illustrated in Figure 3.

For the calculations reported in Tables 2 and 3, the orbital
radius scaling parameter,f, was set to a value of 1.601. This
value was obtained from the ab initio collision rate constant
for the reaction between hydride and acetonitrile. The orbital
radius scaling parameter was obtained by setting the rate
constant for the PMO model equal to that obtained using the
ab initio potential. This parameter was used for the entire series
of reactions.

The overlap integral at the critical radius was nearly a factor
of 10 higher for the polar molecules in Table 2 as compared
with acetylene. The overlap integral for HCN was essentially
the same as that for acetylene. HCN is a linear molecule. As a
result it is not possible for the hydride electric field to excite
rotation of the HCN.

In nonpolar molecules the ion-dipole potential term and the
translational centrifugal term cancel at the critical radius using
Langevin capture criteria. The critical radius is thus determined
solely by the molecular orbital potential. When a molecule has
a permanent dipole moment, the ion-dipole interaction con-
tributes to the collision pair potential. The increase in the overall
attraction causes a decrease in the critical radius and an increase
in the overlap integral in the molecular orbital potential term.

We see no direct way to verify the collision rate because the
experimental observation is the product of the collision rate
times the reaction efficiency. Using the model described here
it is possible to obtain reaction efficiencies that are fully in
accord with Golden Rule kinetic theories.23 Classical collision
models often give reaction efficiencies greater than one.13

Classically calculated collision rates also increase monotonically
with reaction free energy (see Tables 2 and 3). It is well-known
that increasing reaction free energy will cause an initial increase
in reaction rate (efficiency) followed by a decrease.23 The
increase and decrease in rate (efficiency) is caused by the impact
of the structural reorganization in the rate process. In this light,
a series of reactions that show unit reaction efficiency for widely
varying reaction free energies is neither physical nor reasonable.
Reactions that have efficiencies greater than one are, of course,
absurd.

The results in Tables 2 and 3 include calculations of ion-
molecule collision rates using a classical model.4b,8eFor these
calculations the maximum value forkexp/kcoll was obtained for
HCN (1.4), the most exothermic reaction partner in the series.

In general the results for the classical calculations in Tables
2 and 3 paralleled the classical calculations reported by Bohme,20

which showed an almost quantal shift in reaction efficiency

Figure 2. Graphical solution forrc and bc using eq 16 for hydride
collision with ammonia (see text).

TABLE 1: Thermodynamic Data for Hydride Ion Proton
Transfer Reactions H- + YH f H2 + Y-

target molecule
YH

µD
21

(D)
products ions

Y-
EA18 of Y-

(eV)
∆Gacid

19

(kJ/mol)

HCN 2.98 CN- 3.74 1438
CH3NO2 3.46 CH2NO2

- 0.49 1465
CH3CN 3.92 CH2CN- 1.46 1528
C2H2 0.00 C2H- 3.73 1577
H2O 1.85 HO- 1.83 1607
(CH3)2NH 1.03 (CH3)2N- 0.39 1628
C2H5NH2 1.22 C2H6NH- 0.66 1639
NH3 1.47 NH2

- 0.75 1657

precursor ion
H- 0.80 1649

Veff ) L2

2µr2
+ L{ µDq

r2kBT}µDq

r2
- Vab initio (20)
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between endothermic proton-transfer reactions (very low ef-
ficiency) and exothermic proton-transfer reactions, efficiencies
near 1.24

If the calculated rates in Table 2 are compared with the
experimental values, the ADO calculated rates at first seem
much closer to the observed rates than those computed by the
models presented here. The calculated rates are only the collision
rates. The reaction rates are the collision rates multiplied by
the reaction efficiency. In the development of the ADO model

the implicit assumption was that the reaction efficiency was
approximately unity for all exothermic reactions.2 This assump-
tion guided the parametrization of the method and resulted in
reaction efficiencies greater than 1 for the most exothermic
reactions (see Table 3). The implicit assumption that gas-phase
reaction efficiencies should be approximately 1 for all exother-
mic reactions is the equivalent of saying that all such reactions
have the same density of states.23 The density of states must
vary dramatically for reactions whose exothermicities differ by
the order of an electronvolt. Their reaction efficiencies cannot
be the same.

If the reaction efficiency is restricted to be not greater than
1 for the ADO calculation, the natural logs of the reaction
efficiency for the PMO and ADO calculations are similar.
However, the latter set of calculations increase monotonically
with increasing exothermicity. It would be surprising if the
calculations did not produce similar results, because both have
been adjusted to simulate the observed reality. The maximum
value in the PMO calculation is obtained for acetonitrile,
-0.117, exothermicity 1.26 eV. The corresponding maximum,
0, is obtained for HCN in the ADO calculation, exothermicity
2.19 eV. If a more exothermic reaction were added to the list,
it is likely that the maximum efficiency would shift to that

TABLE 2: PMO and ADO Capture Collision Rate Constants and Critical Radii for the Reactions H- + HY f H2 + Y- at 297
Ka

rc (nm) kcoll

reactant kexp
20 PMO G94 ADO8e S× 102 PMO G94 ADO8e ∆G° (eV)

HCN 15 0.90 0.92 0.52 0.2400 31.8 34.9 10.9 2.19
CH3NO2 13 1.02 0.97 0.61 3.339 21.3 28.6 13.0 1.91
CH3CN 13 0.89 0.98 0.59 1.443 14.6 14.4 14.1 1.26
C2H2 4.4 0.92 0.94 0.56 0.2409 7.12 8.3 4.46 0.747
H2O 3.7 0.87 0.61 0.44 1.027 13.8 10.9 7.11 0.436
(CH3)2NH 4.3 11.9 0.64 1.857 20.7 7.00 0.218
C2H5NH2 1.1 1.04 0.64 1.568 17.5 7.32 0.104
NH3 9.2× 10-4 0.99 0.5 1.358 17.5 6.46 -0.083

a kexp, the experimental reaction rate constant (109 mol-1‚cm3‚s-1). b kMO, kPMO, the calculated (PMO or Gaussian-94) collision rate constants (109

molecule-1‚cm3‚s-1).

Figure 3. Natural log of reaction efficiency,kexp/kcol, for hydride reactions with polar molecules,kexp from ref 20 andkcol from Table 2.

TABLE 3: PMO and ADO Reaction Efficiency (kexp/kcoll) for
the Reactions H- + HY f H2 + Y- at 297 Ka

kexp/kcoll

reactant kexp
20 PMO G94 ADO8e ∆G° (eV)

HCN 15 0.47 0.43 1.38 2.19
CH3NO2 13 0.61 0.63 1.00 1.91
CH3CN 13 0.89 0.90 0.92 1.26
C2H2 4.4 0.62 0.53 0.99 0.747
H2O 3.7 0.27 0.34 0.52 0.436
(CH3)2NH 4.3 0.21 0.15 0.218
C2H5NH2 1.1 0.063 0.16 0.104
NH3 9.2× 10-4 5.26× 10-5 1.4× 10-4 -0.083

a kexp, the experimental reaction rate constant (109 mol-1‚cm3‚s-1);
kMO, kPMO, the calculated (PMO or Gaussian-94) collision rate constants
(109 molecule-1‚cm3‚s-1).
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compound. The result of the most exothermic reaction having
the highest reaction efficiency is not realistic in the context of
modern theory.

This article presents both PMO and ab initio models for ion-
polar-molecule collisions. The PMO model is primarily a
heuristic. It is also a simple procedure that can be applied to
cases in which ab initio methods fail to converge. The PMO
model shows that the collision rate in ion-molecule collisions
is controlled by concentrations, masses, charges, dipole mo-
ments, moments of inertia, and the energy gap between the
frontier orbitals of the ion-molecule complex. It is the last item
that is missing from a classical treatment. The ab initio molecular
orbital model produces results that are in agreement with the
PMO model.

The results in Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 3 show that
calculations using an approximate molecular orbital approach,
the PMO model, give results for gas-phase reaction efficiencies
that compare favorably with results from calculations using
Gaussian-94.22 Both calculations provide reaction efficiencies
that are directly in accord with modern kinetic theories.23 Golden
Rule kinetic theories require that gas-phase reactions show a
maximum in rate constant (reaction efficiency) as a function of
free energy.23 Previous treatments of ion-polar molecule collision
rates either assumed unit reaction efficiencies for all exothermic
reactions, or produce reaction efficiencies that increase with
increasing-∆G° for the reaction. PMO and ab initio calcula-
tions of ion polar molecule collision rates using a classical Stark
effect model for the ion-dipole interaction give reaction
efficiencies that maximize at-∆G° ∼1.3 eV. Both the position
of the maximum and shape of the curve are congruent with
expectations based on Golden Rule theories of chemical rate
processes.23

Conclusions

A perturbation molecular orbital model has been developed
for ion polar molecule capture collisions. The model replaces
the induced dipole potential in the Langevin treatment with a
perturbation molecular orbital potential. The effect of the ion-
dipole interaction on the collision rate is modeled using the
formalism of the Stark effect. The model conserves both energy
and angular momentum. The results from the PMO model are
in good agreement with those obtained using an ab initio model.
Reaction efficiencies derived by this model are congruent with
expectations of modern chemical reaction rate theories.
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